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Draft review report on possible upgrading of the Waitohi culvert
Date of draft report 23 March 2021

Introduction

[1]

This review report was prepared at the request of Judge Newhook in relation to the

possible upgrading of the existing Waitohi culvert as part of the proposed redevelopment.
Currently, it is unclear whether the culvert work is part of the application, or simply a nice-tohave for the Marlborough District Council to do while the Port and KiwiRail are doing their
works. The report was requested against the possibility that the culvert work is part of the
project and should attract conditions of consent.

[2]

The review report was prepared on the assumption that the culvert will be constructed.

However, it does not consider activity status for any such works, should they occur, or
undertake any evaluation against relevant plan provisions. Similarly, it does not consider the
effects of raising the culvert on the rail network or other aspects of the development. These
are matters for others.

[3]

The review report does consider conditions that may apply to any consent to construct

a new retaining wall in part of the Waitohi Awa channel, in view of the current capacity
limitations of the channel discussed below.

[4]

The Summary of Applications identifies1 that the application for:

(a)

Resource Consent 2a – Port Marlborough Terminal Works “also involves works
in and over the Waitohi Awa and to the Waitohi culvert”.

(b)

Resource Consent 2b – Kiwirail Retaining Wall “seeks approval for works and
structures within the bed of the Waitohi Awa for the construction and
maintenance of a retaining wall along the bank of the Awa, south of Dublin
Street.”

[5]

Section 4.2.6 of the Assessment of Environmental Effects for Application 2A (AEE)

states:

1

At Sections 6.3 and 6.4.

2

The resource consent application seeks to enable the upgrade of the Waitohi Culvert, both within the
terminal area, and through the KiwiRail designated area, should structural improvements be required,
and/or MDC take the opportunity to increase its capacity while the site is being opened up for
earthworks. …
… The potential upgrade works include raising the roof of the box culvert, and/or possibly reinforcing the
vertical walls and roof of the culvert. Raising the roof would have the effect of increasing the capacity of
the culvert.
… There would be some modifications to the Waitohi Awa at the culvert inlet to accommodate the larger
volume.

[6]

The AEE clarifies that the Waitohi Culvert capacity investigation is being carried out

separately for the Council and is outside the scope of design for the main redevelopment.2
This review report does not consider who would be responsible for the work, only conditions
of consent the Expert Panel may wish to consider if consent to upgrade the culvert is to be
granted. The report relies primarily on the information included in Council’s letter dated 25
February 2021 setting out “Comments on the Waitohi Picton Ferry Precinct Redevelopment
Fast Track Application” and attached appendices. It also takes into account the limited
references to the culvert and related matters in the application documents.

[7]

The Project Description3 states:
… the plans and details provided are indicative, and the project will inevitably evolve during the design
process. The scale of the works is expected to either stay the same or reduce during the value engineering
and detailed design processes. Accordingly, the extent of effects assessed by the technical experts and
in this AEE is conservative.

[8]

The Summary of Applications identified that one of the themes of consultation

feedback was “Effects on/opportunities with respect to Waitohi Awa in terms of cultural, water
quality, natural character, flood risk and general improvement opportunities.”

[9]

2

The Council4 identified four flooding issues in relation to the proposed redevelopment:

AEE, Appendix M at Section 9.1.3.
AEE Section 4.2.
4
Council comments on the Waitohi Picton Ferry Precinct Redevelopment Fast Track Application, 21 February
2021 at paragraphs 6, 12, 15 and 16.
3

3
Issue 1

The capacity of three existing culverts that carry the Waitohi Awa under
the existing and proposed development;

Issue 2

The need to maintain the Lagoon Road overland flow path to the sea;

Issue 3

The need to maintain the Awa’s existing flood flow capacity with the
proposed new retaining wall in place; and

Issue 4

Use of the domain during construction and subsequent reinstatement
works must be compatible with the flood management purposes of the
domain.

The general locality

[10]

The Waitohi Awa and its Kent Street tributary drain the catchment upstream of the

existing ferry terminal. It reaches the sea through three large box culverts under the terminal,
as shown in the following plan.5 For the avoidance of doubt, this review report refers to the
Waitohi culvert as a single structure.

5

Reproduced from Waitohi Culvert Hydraulic Capacity & Options Assessment, WSP, 29 June 2020, Figure 1.1
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[11]

The Council advised that the majority of the land on which the existing terminal sits is

at a higher elevation than land immediately to the south bordering Dublin Street. This means
that properties within lower York Street (for example) will experience flooding from the Awa
well before water levels reach the height of the reclamation.6

[12]

The Council also advised that the capacity of the culverts is less than the minimum

desirable 1 in 50-year flood size. If they are not upgraded at the time of redevelopment, there
will be limited future opportunity to reduce flood risk to surrounding areas. With predicted sea
level rise by later this century, the lower Dublin Street area of Picton could be flooded every
10 to 20 years unless the culverts are upgraded, even with other flood reduction measures in
place.7

[13]

The flood hazard map for the area is included as Appendix 2 of the Council’s letter and

is shown below.8 The letter provides no further explanation of what the levels mean.

6

As 4 at paragraph 5.
As 4 at paragraphs 6, 10 and 11.
8
As 4 at Appendix 2
7
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Issue 1 - Culvert capacity

Flow estimates

[14]

WSP produced a memorandum on the subject of “Waitohi Culvert Hydrology Review”,

dated 28 April 2020, included as Appendix 3 of the Council’s letter. The memorandum
recorded that no long-term flow records are available for the Waitohi Awa and therefore design
flows were estimated from rainfall records, occasional flow observations, or regional flood
frequency tools. The memorandum suggested that a more detailed model be developed to
refine the uncertainties. 9

[15]

A water level recorder installed on the Waitohi Awa following a 1998 storm was

affected by tidal fluctuations and siltation, meaning the data provided little value and the
recorder was removed. The report went on to say that since there is no flow data available,
all methods used to assess design flows involve a significant level of professional judgement
and have considerable residual uncertainty.10

[16]

WSP set out design flows estimated by different individuals and organisations using a

range of methods. These included regional flood flow analysis, analysis of specific flood events
and the Rational Method. Using the regional flood analysis method and current climate
conditions, Williman (2004) estimated design flows of 109m³/s for a 50-year ARI event and
121m³/s for a 100-year ARI event. The February 2004 flood shown in the following photograph
was assessed as a 200-year ARI event with an estimated flow of 130m³/s.

9

Waitohi Catchment Hydrology Report dated 28 April 2020 at Sections 1 and 3.
As 9 in paragraph below Figure 1.

10
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[17]

The regional method estimates above are greater and hence less likely to be exceeded

than those derived from the analysis of specific flood events. Subsequent estimates using the
Rational Method were greater than those using the regional method estimates by around 25%
in the case of NIWA’s estimates. WSP considered that using the Rational Method increases
uncertainty as the catchment is largely rural and exceeds the maximum area for which the
method should be applied to rural catchments.

[18]

More specifically in relation to the Rational Method, WSP stated:
The recommended maximum size of the catchment to which the method should be applied is 25km2 in
urban catchments, and between 3 and 10km2 for rural catchments. The Waitohi Catchment is 17.6km² in
area. Approximately 6% of the catchment is urbanised, and so the method is likely to have increased
uncertainty.

[19]

While not stated in the memorandum, the above catchment size guidelines for using

the Rational Method are set out in Land Transport New Zealand Research Report No. 272.
The report states that the regional method should be used for rural catchments greater than
10 km2 11, which is consistent with the WSP report.

[20]

WSP adjusted the estimated flows for future climate change in general accordance

with Ministry for the Environment Guidelines.

[21]

The memorandum concluded:
Providing robust and accurate design flood estimates for Waitohi Stream is problematic given the lack of
empirical data. A range of approaches have been adopted in the past, each with its own constraints and
limitations. Since it is impossible to either calibrate or validate past design flow estimates, professional
judgement is required.

Following a review of past design flood estimates, and some independent analysis, it is recommended
that those values in Table 7 be adopted for this investigation. However, a sensitivity analysis should be
included in any hydraulic modelling to quantify the potential effect of the residual uncertainty in the
design flow estimates.

Table 7: Recommended design flood estimates for Waitohi Stream
Current climate
50-year ARI
100-year ARI
109 m3/s
121 m3/s
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At page 9.

2040s
50-year ARI
119 m3/s

2090s
100-year ARI
132 m3/s

50-year ARI
133 m3/s

100-year ARI
148 m3/s

7
Design flow to be used for design

[22]

The Council recommended that the capacity of the existing triple culverts be increased

to achieve or exceed the 1 in 50-year flow capacity as determined by WSP.12 WSP stated
that the Council’s preferred design capacity is the 100-year ARI flood flow.13 The AEE states14
that water level design, and therefore wharf deck and other structures within the coastal
marine area, have been designed for a 100-year allowance for the effects of climate change
via sea level rise and other wave factors.

Culvert capacity

[23]

The Council, KiwiRail and Port Marlborough explored various options for improving the

capacity of the culverts, which can also address existing structural degradation issues caused
by salt water in the seaward two-thirds of the triple culverts.15 The investigations were
undertaken by WSP and reported in a memorandum included as Appendix 4 of the Council’s
letter,16 which stated that:
The capacity under various combinations of design options, flood flows, future climate induced sea
levels, tides and allowable headwater depths (flood heights) has been assessed. Storm surge has been
incorporated in all scenarios as these conditions are likely during a significant storm event.

[24]

The following table summarises the options reported.

Existing

Option

Option

Option

culvert

6A

6B

5

mm

-

300

550

750

Soffit level of culvert above NZVD17

m

1.01

1.45

1.49

1.85

Finished ground level above NZVD

m

2.35

2.95

2.95

2.95

Unit
Increased depth of culvert

[25]

The WSP memorandum summarises design sea levels in metres above NZVD,

including surge, in Table 3.2 as follows:

12

Council comments on the Waitohi Picton Ferry Precinct Redevelopment Fast Track Application, 21 February
2021 at paragraphs at paragraph 17 a)
13
Waitohi Culvert Hydraulic Capacity and Options Assessment, WSP 29 June 2020 at Section 1.4 b).
14
At Section 4.2.5
15
As 12 at paragraph 8.
16
As 14 at Section 1.2.
17
New Zealand Vertical Datum (2016).
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Highest
Astronomical
Tide

Mean High
Water

Mean Sea

Spring
(HWST)

level
(MSL)

Mean
Low
Water
Spring

Current conditions

1.56

1.42

0.67

-0.33

2070 climate change conditions

1.96

1.82

1.07

0.07

2120 climate change conditions

2.56

2.42

1.67

0.67

[26]

The allowance for surge included 0.3 m for barometric surge, 0.25 m for wave set-up

surge and 0.25 m for long-term oscillations (i.e. El Nino, IPO). Wind set-up was assessed as
not significant. Allowance for sea level rise was 0.4 m in 2070 and 1.0 m in 2120, as per the
most conservative representative concentration pathways (RCPs) for New Zealand based on
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 5th Assessment (MfE, 2016).

[27]

[28]

Culvert capacities were assessed at the following headwater conditions:

(a)

water spills into Dublin Street from the Kent Street tributary (1.8 m RL)

(b)

water spills into Lagoon Road from the Kent Street tributary (1.95 m RL)

(c)

water spills over the Waitohi Culvert headwall at 2.4 m RL.

Estimates of culvert capacities for different scenarios from the WSP memorandum are

included in Attachment 1 of this report and summarised below.

[29]

WSP’s summary includes that:
(b)

MDC’s preferred design capacity is the 100 year ARI flood flow (climate scenario TBC). The 1%
joint probability event (flood flow + tide level + surge + sea level rise due to climate change) has
not been identified, though combinations of these events have been used in the modelled
scenarios.

(c)

The culvert capacity is significantly impacted by tail water conditions i.e., sea water level at the
culvert outlet.

(d)

…
The Dublin Street basin has previously been estimated by MDC to attenuate peak flood flows
for the system by approximately 5 m3/s in moderate to large events.

(h)

Consider limiting development and/or widening the Waitohi River at critical locations to reduce
flooding frequency

9
[30]

The summary also sets out a range of possible system capacity improvements that

could be considered upstream of the culverts and at the culverts themselves, including adding
additional culvert barrels.

[31]

WSP recommended:
(a)

Recognise and accommodate the significant impact of tide levels and sea level rise on culvert
capacity and function.

(b)

Confirm the desired sea level/tide level condition for the culvert design. This may include
identifying the 1% joint probability event (flows + tides/sea level).

(c)

Develop the model to investigate and evaluate the potential flood reduction options described
above.

(d)

Incorporate flood management strategies in the port design for likely exceedance events e.g.,
overland flow paths, raised floor levels, flow diversion barriers.

[32]

The Council stated18:
Our preferred feasible option to increase the capacity of the triple culverts involves removing the existing
culvert lids, raising the culvert walls by about 500 millimetres and replacing the lids with new smooth
underside lids supported on the existing culvert U-sections. Such an option appears to be completely
compatible with the proposed rail, road and parking areas that would be placed on top of the repaired
triple culverts.

Issue 2 - Need to maintain the Lagoon Road overland flow path to the sea

[33]

The secondary flood route will be required to take the 1% AEP (1 in 100 year) event.

The secondary flood route will continue to run to Lagoon road which acts as the secondary
flood route for the entire catchment.19

[34]

No further details are provided in the application documents. The following drawing

shows the location of the flood path20.

18

As 12 at paragraph 9. In the context of MWD’s comments, “our” reads as MWD, KiwiRail and Port
Marlborough.
19
AEE, Appendix M at section 9.1.1.
20
Reproduced from Appendix 5 of WSP’s memorandum dated 29 June 2020 relating to the Waitohi Culvert
Hydraulic Capacity and Options Assessment.
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Issue 3 - Need to maintain the Awa’s existing flood flow capacity with the proposed new
retaining wall in place

[35]

Installation of a retaining wall is proposed between the rail tracks and the Waitohi Awa.

The wall will have a length of approximately 80m and a maximum above ground height of
approximately 2.5m at the centre of the wall. It will be constructed with part of the structure
located on the bank of the Awa and will require works to be undertaken within the bed during
the construction of the wall. It is noted in the application that only a small section of the wall
is located at the edge of the bed, with the rest located outside of the bed.21 It is also noted
that it is important that works within this reach of the Awa do not reduce the capacity of the
channel to ensure no increase in flood risk occurs.

[36]

The AEE for Application 2B states22:
We understand that, given the works will not reduce the cross section/ carrying capacity of the river in
the location of the retaining wall, there will be no reduction in flood capacity of the Awa. In order to
ensure that the works do not reduce the carrying capacity of the Awa in this location, it is proposed that
the following condition of consent be imposed:

The consent holder shall ensure that the finished works do not materially reduce the capacity of
Waitohi Awa to carry flood waters.

21
22

AEE for Application 2B at section 3.1 and 4.
At paragraph 8.7.
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Issue 4 - Use of the Waitohi Reserve for a construction lay-down area

[37]

As set out in paragraph [9] above, the Council considers that the use of the reserve for

a construction lay-down area must be compatible with the flood management purposes of the
domain.

[38]

The reserve is in a Level 3 flood hazard area, which the Flood Hazard Map23 describes

as “Dangerous”. It is noted that use of the area is not proposed for spoil drying as the AEE
records that “All spoil drying areas are located within the Port Zone, apart from the western
most spoil drying area, which is located within the Coastal Environment Zone.”24

Evaluation

[39]

Clause 29(1)(a) of Schedule 6 of the CRA requires the Expert Panel to have regard to

any actual and potential effects on the environment of allowing the activity when setting
conditions.

[40]

As noted in paragraph [5] above, the AEE was prepared on the basis that the Council

may take the opportunity to increase the capacity of the culverts while the site is being opened
up for earthworks. Matters relating to flooding effects arising from the presence of the culverts
were not addressed in the AEE, but it states:
Should they proceed, the proposed improvements to the Waitohi culvert will increase the hydraulic
capacity of this culvert and this is likely to provide reduced flood risk for Waitohi Picton. Either way,
works will not exacerbate flood risk.25

[41]

The only information available in relation to flooding effects is contained in the

Council’s comments on the applications and associated appendices. A summary of the
relevant information is included in paragraphs [10] to [32] above. The information has a
number of limitations as a basis for assessing effects on the environment, as follows:

23

Council comments on the Waitohi Picton Ferry Precinct Redevelopment Fast Track Application, 21 February
2021 at Appendix 2
24
AEE at Section 5.2.1.
25
AEE at Section 9.3.8.
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(a)

There is no flow data available for the Waitohi Awa and all methods used to
assess design flows involve a significant level of professional judgement and
have considerable residual uncertainty.26

(b)

WSP suggested that a more detailed model be developed to refine the
uncertainties. (paragraph [14] above)

(c)

The 1% joint probability event (flood flow + tide level + surge + sea level rise
due to climate change) has not been identified, though combinations of these
events have been used in the modelled scenarios. (paragraph [29] above)

(d)

There is almost no information on the frequency and extent of flooding with and
without upgrading of the culverts. The only information provided is that the
lower Dublin Street area of Picton could be flooded every 10 to 20 years unless
the culverts are upgraded, even with other flood reduction measures in place.
(paragraph [12] above)

(e)

No information was provided on alternative or complementary flood mitigation
options that may be available.

(f)

No evidence was provided in support of or in disagreement with the WSP
investigations and no peer review, meaning the findings are untested.

(g)

WSP provided no interpretation of its predictions to assist in understanding
actual or potential effects on areas that could be flooded.

(h)

No information was provided on estimated costs and benefits with and without
culvert upgrading.

[42]

In view of these limitations, no reliable assessment of flooding effects with or without

culvert upgrading can be made. Nevertheless, it is clear that sea water level at the culvert
outlet significantly limits the flow capacity of the culverts, as stated by WSP. As noted in
paragraph [27] above, water spills into Dublin Street from the Kent Street tributary at 1.8 m
RL. Mean HWST is predicted to exceed that by 2070, without taking into account head losses
through the system. This will be broadly similar with and without culvert upgrading.

[43]

As broad indicators of the increased flows that can be passed through the culvert with

different upgrading options, the following tables reproduce the predictions set out in WSP’s
Table 1-2 and reproduced in Attachment 1 for different years at MSL and MHWS and with a
control level at which water spills into Lagoon Road from the Kent Street tributary (1.95 m RL).

26

See paragraph [15] above..
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Predicted culvert flows at Mean Sea Level
2020

2070

2120

Existing culvert

58

47

27

300 mm increased culvert depth

83*

57

32

550 mm increased culvert depth

70

80*

37

750 mm increased culvert depth

81

77

41

2020

2070

2120

Existing culvert

37

18

<1

300 mm increased culvert depth

45

22

<1

550 mm increased culvert depth

51

25

<1

750 mm increased culvert depth

63

28

<1

* As WSP Memorandum, but appear erroneous

Predicted culvert flows at Mean High Water Spring Tide Level

[44]

The table at paragraph [21] above sets predicted catchment flows in the current climate

as 109 m3/s in a 50-year ARI storm and 121 m3/s in a 100-year ARI storm. Interpolating from
2040 and 2090 flows in the table, predicted catchment flows in 2070 are indicatively 125 m3/s
in a 50-year ARI storm and 140 m3/s in a 100-year ARI storm. At MHWS, the existing culvert
would pass about 15% of the predicted 2070 catchment flow and providing 750 mm increased
culvert depth would enable approximately 23% of the predicted 2070 catchment flow to pass.
No estimates were provided on the duration and frequency of flooding that would result.

[45]

By way of a summary, the information provided indicates there are significant flood

management issues upstream of the proposed redevelopment but does not allow any
meaningful evaluation of future flooding effects with and without the culvert upgrade. As noted
in paragraph [40] above, that AEE states that the works will not exacerbate flood risk. In the
circumstances that exist in the catchment, it would be prudent to include a condition to that
effect.
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Conditions

Conditions proposed in the application documents

[46]

The conditions reproduced below are as set out in Appendix AB of the application

documents. While proposed condition 4 of Consent 2B relates to the Waitohi Awa, it is not
relevant to the matters addressed in this report.

[47]

Proposed condition1.6 relating to the upgrading of the culvert in Resource Consent 2a

– Port Marlborough Terminal Works is:
Fish passage within the Waitohi Awa and Waitohi Culvert
(a)

The consent holder shall ensure that, during works in the Waitohi Culvert, the conditions for fish
passage provided by the current culvert configuration are maintained.

(b)

The consent holder shall ensure that, during works in the Waitohi Awa, the flow of water past the
works is sufficient to maintain fish passage.

[48]

Proposed condition 3 relating to Resource Consent 2b and the retaining wall within the

bed of the Waitohi Awa is:

(a)

The consent holder shall ensure that, during works in the Waitohi Awa, the flow of water past
the works is sufficient to maintain fish passage.

(b)

The consent holder shall ensure that the finished works do not materially reduce the capacity of
Waitohi Awa to carry flood waters.

Requirements the Council considers should be imposed by way of consent conditions

[49]

These are:27
a)

As far as practically possible, increase the capacity of the existing triple culverts to achieve or
exceed the 1 in 50-year flow capacity as determined by the WSP hydrology review in Appendix
3.

b)

Ensure that the redevelopment maintains and improves a fully functional flood overflow from
the Kent Street Drain down Lagoon Road to the sea, including a flow path width no narrower
than existing.

c)

Require the final construction details of the proposed retaining wall alongside the Waitohi River
to be submitted to Council prior to construction, for confirmation that flood capacity would not
be reduced at this point of the river.

27

Council letter at paragraph 17.
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d)

Require the existing flood capacity of the triple culverts, the Waitohi Domain and adjoining
sections of Waitohi River and Kent Street Drain to be maintained during the construction
period, unless specifically allowed for and agreed by Council as part of the construction
management plans.

[50]

WSP made a number of other recommendations of relevance to this report as set out

in paragraph [31] above.
Review report recommendations on conditions for consideration by the Expert Panel

General condition applying to all consents

[51]

All works shall be undertaken to avoid exacerbating existing upstream flooding effects

and to mitigate them where practicable.
Resource Consent 2a – Port Marlborough Terminal Works

New condition relating to the Lagoon Road flood overflow path

[52]

The following condition is recommended, taking into account the relevant issues and

recommendations made by the Council:
The capacity of the Lagoon Road flood bypass system shall be maintained and as far as possible
enhanced. The redevelopment shall be undertaken to ensure that a fully functional flood overflow from
the Kent Street Drain down Lagoon Road to the sea is maintained at all times, including a flow path width,
depth and capacity no less than and preferably more than existing.

Condition 1.10 – Waitohi Reserve

[53]

Add the following new condition at the beginning of the proposed condition:
(a)

The Waitohi Reserve may be used for construction laydown purposes, subject to the following:
i.

The duration of use is minimised as far as practicable;

ii.

Maintaining the existing stormwater detention capability of the Reserve as far as
practicable during the period of use to the satisfaction of the Council; and

iii.

Control measures are in place at all times to minimise the contamination of stormwater
as far as practicable.
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Possible culvert upgrade

[54]

By way of a preliminary comment, as noted in paragraph [23] above, existing structural

degradation caused by salt water has occurred in the seaward two-thirds of the culvert.
Leaving the structure in that condition when it will support nationally significant infrastructure
with a 100-year design life and is critical to flood avoidance and mitigation in the partly
urbanised upstream catchment would be contrary to normal good practice and general
prudence.

[55]

It is clearly desirable that any structural integrity issues are addressed as part of the

redevelopment. Failure to do so could have very serious consequences for both those
responsible for the redevelopment and the Council. Requiring this as a condition would raise
legal questions, which are beyond the scope of the report.

[56]

By way of a further preliminary comment, General Condition 1.1, which sets out the

basis on which resource consents are authorised, does not cover any culvert upgrade as the
application documentation does not provide any details. As a result, Condition 1.3 relating to
final plans may not adequately address the submission of final plans relating to the culvert
upgrade. For ease of reference and to provide certainty, it is recommended that all consent
requirements relating to any culvert upgrade be included as a new condition, including
currently proposed Condition 1.6, as set out in paragraph [60] below.

[57]

As noted in paragraph [7] above, the AEE states, in relation to the redevelopment as

a whole, that the scale of the works is expected to either stay the same or reduce during the
value engineering and detailed design processes. This may require a variation to the consent
if any upgrade of the culvert includes an increase in its width.

Recommended condition relating to any culvert upgrade to be included in conditions for
Resource Consent 2A:

[58]

The available information does not allow a design return period storm or any other

clearly measurable outcomes to be set with confidence for any culvert upgrade. The WSP
reports indicate that further modelling will be required to provide more reliable information and,
in view of the lack of empirical data, a strong case exists for a comprehensive peer review of
that modelling. Unsurprisingly, as also reported by WSP, culvert capacity is significantly
impacted by sea water level at the culvert outlet, which could rise by a metre over the next
100 years.
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[59]

Any solutions to address flooding issues will depend on Council strategies and policies

and with no information was provided on these. WSP recommended consideration of limiting
development and/or widening the Waitohi River at critical locations to reduce flooding
frequency. This suggests further work is required and conditions relating to any culvert
upgrade will need to be made in advance of relevant policies being finalised.

As a

consequence, such conditions can only be generic in nature, possibly using a suggested
approach as outlined in paragraph [60] below.

[60]

Indicatively, a possible new condition could be:
In the event that the existing Waitohi culvert is upgraded, and in addition to the conditions set out above,
the following conditions shall apply:

(a)

The upgrade shall be consistent with any overall Marlborough District Council strategies and
policies for managing flooding upstream of the redevelopment;

(b)

Further hydraulic modelling, sensitivity analyses and other investigations shall be undertaken by
suitably qualified and experienced persons to the satisfaction of the Council to determine the
best practicable option for upgrading the culvert, in accordance with the relevant provisions of
the RMA;

(c)

The outcome of the investigations shall be peer reviewed by suitably qualified and experienced
independent persons to the satisfaction of the Council to ensure the investigations were
undertaken in accordance with normal industry good practice using the best available up-to-date
information;

(d)

Any sections of the existing culvert that do not or may not meet generally accepted structural
integrity requirements for structures supporting nationally significant infrastructure shall be
upgraded to an appropriate standard acceptable to the Council;

(e)

All works shall be designed and certified by a charted professional engineer to the Council’s Code
of Practice requirements and to the approval of the Council’s Rivers Section;

(f)

All construction work shall be undertaken in accordance with a construction management plan
prepared to an equivalent standard to that applying to the redevelopment as a whole and certified
by the Council;

(g)

The existing flood capacity of the culvert shall be maintained during the construction period,
unless specifically allowed for and agreed by the Council as part of the construction
management plans;

(h)

The consent holder shall ensure that, during works in the Waitohi Culvert, the conditions for fish
passage provided by the current culvert configuration are maintained; and

(i)

The consent holder shall ensure that, during works in the Waitohi Awa, the flow of water past
the works is sufficient to maintain fish passage.
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Resource Consent 2b and the retaining wall within the bed of the Waitohi Awa

[61]

Amend proposed condition 3 (b) as follows:
(b)

The consent holder shall ensure that the finished works avoid any reduction of the capacity of
Waitohi Awa to carry flood waters and where practicable enhance the capacity in consultation
and collaboration with the Council.

(c)

The final construction details of the proposed retaining wall alongside the Waitohi River shall be
submitted to the Council prior to construction, for confirmation that flood capacity will not be
reduced at this point of the river.

Report prepared by Environment Commissioner Jim Hodges.

Commissioner Hodges is a civil engineer who, for much of his career before joining the
Environment Court, specialised in environmental engineering and the management of large
multi-disciplinary infrastructure projects, including all aspects of the associated environmental
investigations, resource consent processes and the setting of conditions.
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Attachment 1
Estimates of culvert capacities for different scenarios, reproduced from the WSP
memorandum Table 1-2

